It is well known that the dissipation induced by the environment is inevitable in the development of quantum science and technology. For a long time, dissipation has been regarded as a major obstacle to quantum information technology. Generally, there are two common methods to deal with the decoherence. One is quantum error correction[@b1][@b2][@b3], which relies on high-fidelity gates for detecting as well as correcting errors, and the other is to encode the qubits into a decoherencefree subspace (DFS) in multipartite system[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7] by utilizing coupling symmetry between system and environment. Fundamentally different from the former methods, using dissipation as powerful resource has special merits since it is used to create entanglement[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23] or realize spin squeezing state[@b24][@b25][@b26] rather than destroy entanglement. Particularly, Kastoryano *et al*. considered a dissipative scheme for preparing a maximally entangled state of two Λ atoms in a high finesse optical cavity without requirement of state initialization[@b13]. And Shen *et al*. generalized the scheme to prepare distributed entanglement via dissipation[@b14][@b15]. Besides, Reitor *et al*. presented a scheme for the dissipative preparation of an entangled steady state of two superconducting qubits[@b16]. These schemes show that cavity decay is no longer undesirable, but plays a positive role in state preparation. Nevertheless, the atomic spontaneous emission would decrease the performance of these schemes. Recently, Shao *et al*. proposed a dissipative scheme which shows that atomic spontaneous emission also has the ability to be used to prepare the entangled state[@b22].

Coupled cavity model provides an essential tool for distributed quantum information processing and has been studied both theoretically[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34] and experimentally[@b35]. Most of the coupled-cavity-system-based scheme focus on the coherent unitary dynamics that requires time control and state initialization. Motivated by Ref. [@b13], Shen *et al*. designed a dissipative scheme to prepare steady-state entanglement in coupled cavities which requires neither definite initial states nor precise time control[@b14].

High-dimensional entangled states have attracted more and more attentions owing to the fact that they can enhance the security of quantum key distribution[@b36][@b37] and violate the local realism more strongly than the two-dimensional entanglement[@b38]. How to realize high-dimensional entanglement has been researched in the fields of linear optics experimentally by utilizing the spatial modes of photons carrying orbital angular momentum information[@b39][@b40] and of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) theoretically through the unitary dynamics[@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44].

As is well known to us, atomic spontaneous emission and cavity decay are two typical decoherence factors, which would decrease the feasibility of the unitary-dynamics-based scheme. The previous works show that dissipative schemes could use either cavity decay or spontaneous emission separately to prepare entanglement, but when one of the factors exerts positive effects on state preparation, the other may decrease the overall performance of the scheme. Thus, using both decoherence factors to prepare entanglement has unique characteristics. Although cooling schemes meet this goal, more classical fields are required to resonantly drive the undesired state to single-excitation subspace which would decay to the desired state probably[@b45][@b46]. In this paper, we propose a dissipative scheme, which makes full use of unitary dynamics provided by microwave field and dissipative factors originating from spontaneous emission and cavity decay, to prepare the three-dimensional entangled state in coupled cavities. In order to know more clearly about the effect of each dissipative factor, we first consider the system without cavity decay, and then consider it without atomic spontaneous emission. The analytical and numerical results show that both cavity decay and atomic spontaneous emission are capable of being useful resources for entanglement preparation. However, the cavity-decay-based case is not as ideal as the spontaneous-emission-based case, which could be improved through adding quantum feedback control. Interestingly, conditions for achieving the dominant dissipative channels of the spontaneous-emission-based case are almost the same to that of the cavity-decay-based case, which could be satisfied at the same time. Therefore, it is possible to use both spontaneous emission and cavity decay to prepare entangled state simultaneously. There are several main characteristics of our scheme. (i) Our scheme is independent of the initial state and do not require precise time control. (ii) Both spontaneous emission and cavity decay could be utilized for preparing the desired entangled state. (iii) With specific parameters extracted from the experiment, the fidelity of our scheme could be 97.24%, which exceeds the values in the schemes[@b42][@b43][@b44] based on the unitary dynamics.

Results
=======

Basic model
-----------

Considering a system composed of two ^87^Rb atoms trapped in bimode coupled cavities, as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. For the first (second) atom, an off-resonance *π*-polarized optical laser with detuning Δ, Rabi frequency Ω~1(2)~ is applied to drive the transition \|*e*~0~〉 ↔ \|*g~a~*〉 (\|*e~L~*〉 ↔ \|*g~L~*〉 and \|*e~R~*〉 ↔ \|*g~R~*〉, respectively). The cavity modes *a~L~*~1(*L*2)~ and *a~R~*~1(*R*2)~ are coupled to the transitions \|*e*~0(*R*)~〉 ↔ \|*g~L~*~(0)~〉 and \|*e*~0(*L*)~〉 ↔ \|*g~R~*~(0)~〉 with detuning Δ − *δ*, coupling strength *g~L~* and *g~R~*, respectively. A microwave field with Rabi frequency *ω*~1~ is introduced to realize the transitions \|*g~L~*〉 ↔ \|*g~a~*〉 and \|*g~R~*〉 ↔ \|*g~a~*〉 of atom 1. Besides, degenerate Raman coupling process which could realize the coupling between the degenerate states[@b48][@b49][@b50][@b51][@b52] is introduced to achieve the transitions \|*g~L~*〉 ↔ \|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~*〉 ↔ \|*g*~0~〉 of atom 2 with effective coupling strength *ω*~2~. In addition, if an external magnetic field is introduced for the atom 2 to split \|*g~L~*〉 and \|*g~R~*〉 from \|*g*~0~〉 with a certain energy difference[@b53], a microwave field with the energy matching the difference could also be used to achieve the couplings \|*g~L~*〉 ↔ \|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~*〉 ↔ \|*g*~0~〉.

Under the rotating-wave approximation, the Hamiltonian of the whole system in a rotating frame reads *H* = *H*~0~ + *H~g~* + *V*~+~ + *V*~−~, where in which and are the cavity operators in cavity *i* (*i* = 1, 2). *J~L~*~(*R*)~ denotes the photon-hopping strength between two coupled cavities. By introducing four delocalized bosonic modes , , , , the Hamiltonian *H*~0~ can be rewritten as For simplicity, we set *g~L~* = *g~R~* = *g*, Ω~1~ = Ω~2~ = Ω, *J~L~* = *J~R~* = *J* and *ω*~1~ = −*ω*~2~ = *ω* in the following. The photon decay rate of cavity *i* is denoted as *κ~i~* (*i* = 1, 2) (suppose two field modes in the same cavity have the same decay rate). The excited state of the first atom \|*e*~0~〉 spontaneously decays into ground states with branching rate *γ*~1~/3, while the states \|*e~L~*~(*R*)~〉 of the second atom are translated into \|*g~L~*~(*R*)~〉 and \|*g*~0~〉 with rate *γ*~2~/2. We assume *κ*~1~ = *κ*~2~ = *κ* and *γ*~1~ = *γ*~2~ = *γ* throughout this paper. Thus, the Lindblad operators associated with the cavity decay and spontaneous emission can be expressed as , , , , , and . Then, the dynamics of our system is governed by the master equation Under the condition that the Rabi frequency Ω of the optical pumping laser is sufficiently weak, the excited states of the atoms and the cavity field modes can be adiabatically eliminated when the excited states are not initially populated. In this case, according to the effective operator method in Ref. [@b47], we can get the effective master equation as where In Eq. (8), is a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, and its inverted matrix is .

In the following text, we use the effective operator method to simplify the system and research the dissipative process. Nevertheless, for the sake of preciseness, full hamiltonian *H* rather than *H*~eff~ is used for numerical simulation to assess the performance of this scheme.

Use spontaneous emission as resource
------------------------------------

In this subsection, aiming to gain better insight into the effect of spontaneous emission on the preparation of a three-dimensional entanglement, we first consider a perfect cavity without decay. According to Eq. (8), we have the effective Hamiltonian in which And \|*T*~1~〉 is the desired three-dimensional entangled state. In order to understand the roles of *H~g~* more clearly, we rewrite it as In addition, on the basis of Eq. (8), the effective Lindblad operators induced by spontaneous emission are

It is important to note that if , *J* ≥ 2*g*/3, and the cavity detuning from two photon resonance *δ* satisfies the condition , other effective decay channels are approximately ignored except the following dominant parts Since \|*g~L~g~R~*〉, \|*g~R~g~L~*〉 and \|*g~a~g*~0~〉 can be represented by \|*T*~1~〉, \|*T*~2~〉 and \|*T*~3~〉, the dissipative dynamics in Eq. (13) would transfer any initial states into the subspace composed of \|*T*~1~〉, \|*T*~2~〉, \|*g~L~g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~g*~0~〉. Besides, coherent dynamics governed by Eq. (9) can be decomposed into two parts, the terms consisting of Ω^2^(we use *O*(Ω^2^) to denote them) and *H~g~*. *O*(Ω^2^) make no contribution to state transition except the term, , which induces the transition \|*T*~1~〉 ↔ \|*T*~2~〉. From Eq. (11), one can see that *H~g~* keeps \|*T*~1~〉 invariant while makes \|*T*~2~〉, \|*g~L~g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~g*~0~〉 evolve out of the subspace. If is satisfied, the coherent dynamics contributed to the state transitions is mainly governed by *H~g~* rather than *O*(Ω^2^). And the condition *ω*~1~ = −*ω*~2~ is critical since it guarantees \|*T*~1~〉 to be the dark state of *H~g~*. In [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, we plot the fidelity of state \|*T*~1~〉, *F* = 〈*T*~1~\|*ρ*\|*T*~1~〉, with the above conditions been satisfied. From [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, one can see that the desired state can be achieved with a high fidelity.

Use cavity decay as resource
----------------------------

In this subsection, aiming to gain better insight into the effect of cavity decay on the preparation of a three-dimensional entanglement, we do not consider spontaneous emission here.

According to Eq. (8), the effective Hamiltonian is achieved as in which Besides, the effective Lindblad operators induced by cavity decay can be written as

It is noticeable if , *J* ≥ 2*g*/3, and the cavity detuning from two photon resonance *δ* meets the condition , other effective decay channels are approximately ignored except the following dominant terms Since \|*g~L~g~R~*〉, \|*g~R~g~L~*〉 and \|*g~a~g*~0~〉 can be represented by \|*T*~1~〉, \|*T*~2~〉 and \|*T*~3~〉, the dissipative channels in Eq. (17) would translate any initial states into the subspace composed of \|*T*~1~〉, \|*T*~2~〉, \|*g~L~g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~g*~0~〉. Similar to Eq. (9), the coherent dynamics governed by Eq. (14) could also be divided into two parts, *O*′ (Ω^2^) and *H~g~*. *O*′(Ω^2^) make no contribution to state transitions except the term, . Thus, if is satisfied, the unitary dynamics contributed to the state transitions is mainly governed by *H~g~* rather than *O*′ (Ω^2^). From Eq. (11), one can see that *H~g~* guarantee \|*T*~1~〉 being invariant while the other three states being driven out of the steady subspace. Therefore, the population of the desired state increases over time for any initial state. We plot the population and fidelity in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} under one group of the optimal parameters that satisfy the above conditions. Nevertheless, the results do about 20% worse than that of the spontaneous-emission-based case because states \|*g~L~g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~g*~0~〉 both occupy a population more than 10% when the system approaches to stabilization. This situation is not hard to understand through comparing the dominant dissipative channels of the spontaneous-emission-based case in Eq. (13) with that of the cavity-decay-based case in Eq. (17). For the sake of analysis, we plot the transitions of the dressed states induced by Eq. (11), (13) and (17) in [Fig. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Compared with [Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} has two more channels directed to \|*g~L~g*~0~〉 and two more channels directed to \|*g~R~g*~0~〉. Under the control of the same Hamiltonian *H~g~*, the difference of the dominant dissipative channels mentioned above leads to the result that the performance of the cavity-decay-based case is lower than that of the spontaneous-emission-based case.

In this paragraph, we aim to use the feedback control[@b54][@b55][@b56][@b57][@b58][@b59][@b60][@b61][@b62][@b63] to improve the performance of the cavity-decay-based case. The idea of the feedback control is depicted in [Fig 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}: the cavity decay is measured by a detector *D* whose signal triggers a feedback laser pulse with evolution operator . The dynamics include feedback control is governed by the master equation in which denotes *c~L~*~1~, *c~R~*~1~, *c~L~*~2~ and *c~R~*~2~, respectively. is the feedback operation which could be implemented through choosing suitable feedback laser pulse[@b60][@b61][@b62]. In order to decrease the population of states \|*g~L~g*~0~〉 and \|*g~R~g*~0~〉, one can design many different feedback operations. We first choose (*λ*~1~ denotes the feedback strength and *σ~x~*~1~ is associated with the feedback pulse Hamiltonian[@b60][@b61][@b62]), which means feedback operation would be applied on atom 2 when photon in mode is detected, to study the effect of the feedback control. The photon in mode measured by the detector may emit through the energy level transition \|*e*~0~〉~1~ → \|*g~R~*〉~1~ of the atom 1 or from the energy level transition \|*e~L~*〉~2~ → \|*g*~0~〉~2~ of the atom 2. If it emits from atom 1, the atom 1 is undoubtedly in state \|*g~R~*〉~1~. While atom 2 has three possible states, \|*g~L~*〉~2~, \|*g*~0~〉~2~ or \|*g~R~*〉~2~. If it emits from atom 2, the atom 2 will undoubtedly be in state \|*g*~0~〉~2~. While atom 1 has three possible states, \|*g~L~*〉~1~, \|*g~a~*〉~1~ or \|*g~R~*〉~1~. In short, if the detector detects the cavity decay in mode , the state of the system has five possibilities, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g~L~*〉, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g~R~*〉, \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~a~*〉\|*g*~0~〉. However, after unitary dynamics (see [Fig 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} for clarity) and dominant dissipative channels (see [Fig 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} for clarity) working, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g~L~*〉, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g~R~*〉 and \|*g~a~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 would be finally transformed to \|*T*~1~〉, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 (see [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} for clarity). Thus, if the detector clicks, the possible states of the system which need to be modified are \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉. Then, if we choose *λ*~1~ = *π*/2 and *σ~x~*~1~ = \|*g*~0~〉~22~〈*g~R~*\| + \|*g~R~*〉~22~〈*g*~0~\|, would transform \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 to \|*g~R~*〉\|*g~R~*〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g~R~*〉, respectively. As a result, the population of \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 decreases and that of \|*T*~1~〉 increases (see [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} for clarity). On the other hand, another feedback operation with *λ*~2~ = *π*/2 and *σ~x~*~2~ = \|*g*~0~〉~22~〈*e~R~*\| + \|*e~R~*〉~22~〈*g*~0~\| was also investigated in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Unlike , transform \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 to \|*g~R~*〉\|*e~R~*〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*e~R~*〉, respectively. Subsequently, if \|*e~R~*〉~2~ is transformed to \|*g~R~*〉~2~ through coupling with optical laser Ω~2~, \|*g~R~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 and \|*g~L~*〉\|*g*~0~〉 have been successfully transformed to other states. However, if \|*e~R~*〉~2~ is transformed to \|*g*~0~〉~2~ through coupling with cavity mode *a~L~*~2~, our purpose would not be achieved. Therefore, the feedback operation -based case is not as better as -based case.

Simultaneously use both spontaneous emission and cavity decay as resources
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note that the conditions to obtain the dominant decay channels in Eq. (13) and Eq. (17) can be satisfied at the same time, it is thus possible to use both spontaneous emission and cavity decay to prepare the desired state simultaneously. In [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, we plot the fidelity of the presented scheme based on spontaneous emission and cavity decay simultaneously, from which we can see that \|*T*~1~〉 can be achieved with the fidelity close to 0.9 under specific parameters. In [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, we plot the fidelity with parameters the same to [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} via adding feedback control. Results show that feedback control can improve the fidelity, shorten the time to be steady and improve the robustness on parameters variation.

Discussion
==========

The main method used here is the effective operator method proposed in Refs. [@b13], [@b47]. And the main idea of the presented scheme is to leverage dissipative to build effective decay channels and construct the steady state subspace which contains the desired state. Then, effective Hamiltonian is designed to make sure the desired state being its dark state while the others being driven out of the subspace. To see clearly the role of each dissipative factor, we first consider the system without cavity decay, and then consider it without spontaneous emission. Numerical simulation shows that both spontaneous emission and cavity decay could be used as resources for high-dimensional entanglement preparation. The only drawback is that cavity-decay-based case is not as ideal as spontaneous-emission-based case. The difference of the effective dissipative channels between these two cases is the chief cause that gives rise to this phenomenon although the steady state subspaces are the same. Therefore, feedback control is added to improve the performance of the cavity-decay-based case. Interestingly, the conditions to obtain the effective dissipative channels in Eq. (13) and Eq. (17) can be satisfied at the same time, it is thus possible to use both spontaneous emission and cavity decay as resources simultaneously. From [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, one can see that when *κ* and *γ* are both set to zero, the fidelity is zero. When both dissipative factors increase to 0.01 g, the fidelity will be higher than 90%. This result proves that both *κ* and *γ* are used as resources. However, further increase of the the dissipative factors would decrease the fidelity. This is because and , which are the necessary conditions to achieve the dominant dissipative channels in Eq. (13) and Eq. (17) respectively, would not be satisfied well when *κ* and *γ* increase. Therefore, if we calculate the fidelity from a perspective similar to Ref. [@b22] -that is, suppose *γ* equals to 0.01 g, and *κ* takes several values in a certain range \[0.01 g, 0.1 g\]-then we would see that the fidelity decreases as *κ* grows and thus conclude that *κ* plays a negative role for entanglement preparation. Nevertheless, after studying the effect of cavity decay more comprehensively in the present manuscript, we find that it could also be used as resources to prepare entanglement although the performance is not as better as the spontaneous-emission-based case.

For coupled cavity system, coupling strength *g*, cavity decay rate *κ* and the spontaneous emission rate *γ* are stationary. However, we can adjust the parameters Ω, *ω*, Δ and *δ* to achieve the desired state with high fidelity. In the subsection of Basic model, we give two ways to realize the transitions between the degenerate ground states of atom 2. One of them is the degenerate Raman coupling process through using a virtual upper state. The effective Rabi frequency *ω*~2~ which can be achieved by this process could be approximately expressed as [@b64][@b65][@b66], where denotes the coupling strength between the ground state and the virtual upper state with the corresponding detuning . That is, in theory, one can achieve the required effective Rabi frequency through choosing the values of and . Without loss of generality, after choosing and , one can get the effective Rabi frequency 0.05Ω. Even so, in practical case, the effective Rabi frequency *ω*~2~ may be smaller than the values used in above numerical simulations. When it happens, one should first adjust *ω*~1~ to make it satisfy the condition *ω*~1~ = −*ω*~2~ = *ω*. In order to study the effects of *ω* decrease, we use another groups of parameters to make numerical simulations in [Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}. For the atomic-spontaneous-emission-based case, the parameters in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} satisfy *ω* = 0.2Ω = 0.002 *g*, and the time for the system to reach the steady state is about 3 × 10^4^/*g*. In contrast, the parameters in [Fig. 9(a)](#f9){ref-type="fig"} satisfy *ω* = 0.04Ω = 0.0002 *g*, which is smaller than that in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. And the time for the system to reach the stationary state is about 3 × 10^5^/*g*, which is longer than that in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Nevertheless, the final fidelities of the desired steady state in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 9(a)](#f9){ref-type="fig"} are more or less the same. For the cavity-decay-based case, the parameters in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} satisfy *ω* = 0.05Ω = 0.0015 *g*, and the time for the system to reach the stationary state is about 3 × 10^4^/*g*. In contrast, the parameters in [Fig. 9(b)](#f9){ref-type="fig"} satisfy *ω* = 0.021Ω = 0.000147 *g*, and the time for the system to reach the stationary state is about 1.6 × 10^5^/*g*. Nevertheless, the final fidelities of the desired steady state in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 9(b)](#f9){ref-type="fig"} are almost the same. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the decrease of *ω* is at the cost of the convergence time of the system. Another important parameter in coupled cavities is the photon-hopping strength *J*, we plot the fidelity of state \|*T*~1~〉 versus time under the parameters (*g*, *κ*, *γ*)/2*π* \~ (750, 2.65, 3.5) MHz extracted from an experiment[@b67] without feedback control in [Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"}, from which one can see that the scheme has great robustness on the variety of *J*. In [Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}, without feedback control, we plot the fidelity of the desired state versus time with the parameters the same to [Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"} and *J* = 6 *g*. Result shows that fidelity is higher than 97.2%, which exceeds the values in the unitary-dynamics-based schemes[@b42][@b43][@b44]. However, if we use another group of parameters (*g*, *κ*, *γ*)/2*π* \~ (70, 5, 1) MHz extracted from an experiment[@b68], the fidelity would be 91.4% without feedback control. That is, the fidelity depends on the parameter values. Moreover, [Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate that the presented scheme is also feasible without feedback control.

Compared with the dissipative scheme proposed in Ref. [@b8], the present one does not require since it takes advantage of both dissipative factors as resources to prepare entanglement. Compared with the scheme proposed in Ref. [@b9] which relies on the interference of photons emitted from the distant atoms, the present one could be implemented without detection of photons. Different with the unitary-dynamics-based three-dimensional entanglement preparation schemes[@b42][@b43][@b44], the present one does not require precise time control and would be steady as time grows. Besides, the present scheme is independent of initial state. Moreover, with some specified parameters extracted from the experiment, the fidelity of our scheme could be higher than unitary-dynamics-based scheme. In a word, we could conclude that the overall performance of our scheme is better than that of the unitary-dynamics-based scheme.

In summary, we have proposed a scheme to prepare a three-dimensional entangled state via using the dissipation. Spontaneous emission and cavity decay have been investigated to achieve the desired state, respectively and simultaneously. Moreover, we have investigated the influence of the feedback control on this scheme. Final numerical simulation based on one group of experiment parameters shows that our scheme could be feasible under current technology.

Methods
=======

Effective operator method
-------------------------

Effective operator formalism for open quantum systems was pro-posed by Reiter and Sørensen in Ref. [@b47] and has been used widely in Refs. [@b13], [@b14], [@b16], [@b22], [@b69],[@b70],[@b71]. First, they assume the open system consist of two distinct subspaces, one for the ground states and the other for the decaying excited states. Then, the couplings of these two subspaces should be perturbative. Furthermore, assuming that the dynamics of the system are Markovian such that the time evolution of the density operator *ρ* can be described by a master equation of Lindblad form where *H* is the Hamiltonian of the system and each of the Lindblad operators *L^j^* represents a source of decay which takes the system from the excited to the ground subspace. Through combining perturbation theory of the density operator and adiabatic elimination of the excited states they reduce the dynamics to an effective master equation involving only the ground-state manifold with effective Hamilton and Lindblad operators that only include the ground states. Here *V*~+~ (*V*~−~) are the perturbative (de-)excitations of the system. *H~g~* is the ground-state Hamiltonian. is the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with *H*~0~ being the Hamiltonian in the excited-state manifold. Since our scheme meets the conditions of the effective operator method, we used it to simplify the dynamic process of our system.

Obtaining the dominant dissipative channels
-------------------------------------------

We first consider the spontaneous-emission-based case. As we all know, the absolute value of the fraction would increase when the denominator decreases. Thus, if , would result in the dominant dissipative channels in Eq. (13) from Eq. (12). Through solving Eq. (22), we can get However, it should be noted that would be transformed to when and Δ = *g*(this condition has been used throughout this paper), and thus change the desired dominant dissipative channels. To prevent this, without loss of generality, we set Substituting Eq. (23) and Δ = *g* into Eq. (24), we can achieve The calculation process to obtain dominant dissipative channels of the cavity-decay-based case is similar to the spontaneous-emission-based case.
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![Setup for dissipative preparation of three-dimensional entangled state between two ^87^Rb atoms trapped in two bimode coupled cavities.\
States \|*g~L~*〉, \|*g*~0~〉, \|*g~R~*〉, and \|*g~a~*〉 correspond to atomic levels \|*F* = 1, *m~f~* = −1〉, \|*F* = 1, *m~f~* = 0〉, \|*F* = 1, *m~f~* = 1〉 and \|*F* = 2, *m~f~* = 0〉 of 5*S*~1/2~, respectively. And \|*e~L~*〉, \|*e*~0~〉 and \|*e~R~*〉 correspond to atomic levels \|*F* = 1, *m~f~* = −1〉, \|*F* = 1, *m~f~* = 0〉 and \|*F* = 1, *m~f~* = 1〉 of 5*P*~3/2~, respectively.](srep07566-f1){#f1}

![(a) Population for the states in the steady subspace of the spontaneous-emission-based case from an initial state \|*g~a~g~L~*〉. (b) Fidelity of \|*T*~1~〉 state from an initial state \|*g~a~g~L~*〉. Both figures are plotted under the given parameters Ω = 0.01 *g*, *ω* = 0.2Ω, *ω* = 0.04 *g*, *κ* = 0, Δ = *g*, *J* = 6 *g*.](srep07566-f2){#f2}

![(a) Population for the states in the steady subspace of the cavity-decay-based case from an initial state \|*g~a~g~L~*〉. (b) Fidelity of \|*T*~1~〉 from an initial state \|*g~a~g~L~*〉. Both figures are plotted under the given parameters Ω = 0.03 *g*, *ω* = 0.05Ω, *γ* = 0, *κ* = 0.05 *g*, Δ = *g*, *J* = 6 *g*.](srep07566-f3){#f3}

![(a) Roles of the effective Hamiltonian *H~g~*, which is drawn according to Eq. (11). (b) Roles of the effective dissipative channels of the spontaneous-emission-based scheme, which is drawn according to Eq. (13). (c) Roles of the effective dissipative channels of the cavity-decay-based scheme, which is drawn according to Eq. (17). It should be noted that and . And we use \|*T*~1~〉, \|*T*~2~〉 and \|*T*~3~〉 to replace \|*g~R~*~(*L*)~*g~L~*~(*R*)~〉 and \|*g~a~g*~0~〉 in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) for clarity.](srep07566-f4){#f4}

![Schematic view of the quantum feedback control.\
*D* is a photon detector. is the feedback operator which could be implemented through well-designed laser field pulse.](srep07566-f5){#f5}

![Fidelity of cavity-decay-based case via adding feedback control.\
The figure is plotted under the parameters Ω = 0.04 *g*, *ω* = 0.05Ω, *γ* = 0, *κ* = 0.1 *g*, Δ = *g*, *J* = 6 *g*.](srep07566-f6){#f6}

![Fidelity of the scheme based on spontaneous emission and cavity decay without feedback control at the time 60000/*g*.\
Parameters are chosen as Ω = 0.03 *g*, *ω* = 0.2Ω, Δ = *g*, *J* = 6 *g*. *κ* and *γ* are chosen form 0 to 0.1 *g* with regular intervals equal to 0.01 *g*.](srep07566-f7){#f7}

![Fidelity of the scheme based on spontaneous emission and cavity decay via adding feedback operations at the time 20000/*g*.\
Parameters chosen here are the same as in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}.](srep07566-f8){#f8}

![(a) Fidelity of the spontaneous-emission-based case with Ω = 0.005 *g*, *ω* = 0.04Ω. The rest parameters are the same as in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. (b) Fidelity of the cavity-decay-based case with Ω = 0.007 *g*, *ω* = 0.021Ω. The rest parameters are the same as in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.](srep07566-f9){#f9}

![Fidelity of \|*T*~1~〉 versus *J* and time without feedback control.\
The other parameters are chosen as Ω = 0.02 *g*, *ω* = 0.4Ω, Δ = *g*.](srep07566-f10){#f10}

![Fidelity for generation of three-dimensional entangled state using one group of experimental cavity parameters without feedback control.](srep07566-f11){#f11}
